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1. Mike C, Fuji Cherry 

This cherry variety can be quickly made into bonsai 

but can produce so many shoots that they just 

become a tangled mass. Mike wanted to introduce 

more structure to the tree, but still enjoy the flowers 

this year.  The main change was to remove a 

secondary trunk that emerged from the inner curve 

of the main trunk and then crossed behind it. With 

that gone, Mike thinned the remaining branches, 

and wired just a couple into better positions. The 

result is a cleaner trunk line and lighter, less 

cluttered branch structure. When he (and his wife!) 

have finished enjoying the lovely spring flowers, he 

will need to trim last years’ growth back quite hard 

and then allow new growth through the summer to 

provide an even better show of colour next spring.  

 

 

2. Mike C, White pine 

By his own admission, Mike had let this white 

pine get a little bit unkempt! The branches had 

become very long and whippy. It was just begging 

to be worked on and with a little help and 

guidance Mike completely transformed the 

scruffy tree into something quite beautiful.  

 

 

It took about two hours for Mike to wire all the 

branches, putting bends into them to pull them in 

towards the trunk and form tighter pads. An 

additional guy-wire lowers the primary branch 

into a better position. The end result is a nice, 

well-balanced tree; with candle-pinching this 

spring Mike should be able to encourage more 

back-budding to fill out the foliage pads. Then 

he’ll have a really nice tree to be proud of! 

 



 

3. Sara C, White Pine  

Sara had recently acquired this lovely white pine – kokonoe 

we think, and having started styling the lower branch, she 

was keen to get the rest done! The tree has nice gentle 

curves to the trunk and some well placed branches. It just 

needed complete wiring and a little trimming here are 

there – which not surprisingly took Sara the whole day. 

Sara tilted the 

tree forward to 

get the best trunk 

line and used guy 

wires on some 

branches to lower 

them. After much 

discussion and 

debate, Sara heeded advice and took out the straight 

leader and used a smaller branch to form the apex. 

 

Sara was worn out at the end, but all agreed that she had 

done an excellent job. This is a tree for us all to watch out 

for in the future and no doubt we’ll be seeing more of it as 

she develops it further. It’s going to look great in a nice 

drum pot.  

 

4. Simon, Hazel 

Hazel is not often seen as bonsai, but this one, collected 

by Simon, seemed to have good potential. Previous 

trimming had already made the tree quite compact, but 

it had a thick untapered branch that needed removing.  

Simon took the thick branch off and by removing and 

trimming other branches a nice clear trunk line 

emerged. In order to balance the branches, Simon used 

a wire to pull a low branch around from the back to the 

left side. 

Lots of quite severe trimming back of branches was 

needed to put better taper into the branches; this will 

also produce a lot of back-budding this year. Washing 

up bowls can be very useful but perhaps a nice pot for 

this one next year? 

  



5. Simon, Beech 

A nice collected beech with lots of branches, but too many 

thick, straight ones at the top and overall a top-heavy 

appearance. 

Simon first needed to dig down to find the base of the 

trunk in order to decide on the front of the tree. Doing so 

exposed a nice curve at the trunk base, but we also realised 

that the roots needed work, so he took the tree out of the 

pot to do this properly. 

 

 

Simon removed unwanted and tangled roots, so the tree 

ended up being repotted! 

He chose a new leader with the best trunk line, removing all 

three of the original leaders to give some good taper. Then 

he wired the two main branches. All in all, a complete 

makeover for this nice little beech and its potential is now 

clear; it just needs development of branches to provide 

ramification. 

 

 

6. Simon, Hinoki Cypress 

Simon was having a busy day! Next up for him was this 

Hinoki Cypress. It was a little top heavy and the foliage 

pads needed thinning, but once again his main task 

was to first find the rootbase. 

Taking the tree out of the pot he scraped away soil to 

find the roots, which also exposed a much thicker 

trunk base.  

He thinned the foliage pads, the apex in particular, and 

changed the front and planting angle a little. And of 

course, having removed so much root, it needed 

repotting into this oval pot. There’s more to do, but the 

work produced a lighter tree with a better and clearer 

trunk line and root base. 

 



7. Richard P, Deshojo Maple 

A pretty maple, but top heavy and with two almost equal 

and competing leaders. Rather than remove one 

completely, Richard decided to cut one back to a side 

branch. With a little more trimming and a change of front 

by 180 degrees a much more balanced tree has emerged. 

The reduction in 

height and thinning 

of the top, allows the 

eye to appreciate the 

trunk movement 

rather than be drawn 

to the “mop” at the 

top! This will develop into a lovely tree and perhaps Richard 

will find a shallower pot in future to show it off nicely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Richard P, Scots Pine 

A rather top-heavy pine, but what’s not obvious from this 

photo, is the way that the top comes forward much too far. 

Richard’s choice really was to wire it up straight or chop it 

back! 

Tilting the tree back and taking much of the top branch away 

produced a better tree. Wiring the unruly lower branches 

was also needed to bring them a little closer to the trunk. 

Once again, we can see that reducing the foliage mass at the 

top allows the eye to focus on the trunk and its curves. 

  



9. Simon, Scots Pine 

Simon’s fourth tree so he was definitely getting full 

value from the workshop! His main task here was to 

remove the mass of two-year-old needles. He did this 

by cutting them near their bases with scissors. This has 

two benefits; first it reveals the branch structure much 

more clearly and second, it leaves lots of dormant 

buds in place that should develop later in the year 

when the new candles are pinched. 

 

There were other trees brought along, but either the 

work was very little or it was decided that it was not 

the right time to work on them. But for completeness, 

here they are: Mike’s Pyracantha, Kashima maple and 

Chinese juniper: Richard’s dissectum maple. 

 


